The Arab World’s Leading Edutainment TV show, Stars of Science,
broadcasting on MBC4, Puts ‘INNOVATION’ Firmly Back on the
Map

THE SEARCH FOR THE ARAB WORLD’S LEADING INNOVATORS THROUGH QATAR FOUNDATION’S
FLAGSHIP MEDIA INITIATIVE STARS OF SCIENCE RETURNS FOR SEASON 8 ON SEPTEMBER 17, 2016, ON
MBC4
Doha, Qatar, September 15, 2016 – Stars of Science, the region’s leading ‘edutainment’ reality TV show
that has inspired innovators and entrepreneurs across the Arab world, returns this week on MBC4 for its
eighth season. Initiated and supported by Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community
Development (QF), the new season brings a fresh approach, which will see candidates contributing
creative solutions to regional problems within the information technology, energy, environment and
health sectors.
Stars of Science (SOS), in-line with QF’s mission to encourage a culture of quality and excellence, serves
as an instrument to foster creative and innovative thinking among the next generation of ambitious
science and technology problem solvers. For eight years, audiences across the Arab world have seen
groups of industrious innovators turn their impactful ideas into reality, developing and selling products
around the world, picking up more than 50 international and regional awards along the way, and sharing
their knowledge and expertise on an international scale.
Success stories of the show’s alumni, like Anwar Almojarkesh, founder and CEO of Braci, which
specializes in assistive technologies for the hearing impaired, send a strong message to Arab youth.
Having narrowly missed out on a chance to reach the finals of the program, he went on to successfully
launch his business in Denmark and the United Kingdom, raising more than 1,000,000 USD from
international angel investors, governments and incubators.
“Stars of Science is the most amazing platform to kick start innovative ideas. Taking part in the program
has been one of the most significant and rewarding learning experiences of my life,” said Anwar. His
success in raising external funding beyond the program has been replicated by 15 fellow Stars of Science
alumni who have also successfully raised more than 9 million USD between them to support the further
stages of developing their products.
Fahad Al Qahtani, President of Community Development at Qatar Foundation, said: “At QF, we are
always seeking to engage our local community by inspiring creativity and entrepreneurship to further
promote scientific innovation in Qatar. Captivating both old and young alike, Stars of Science is one
dynamic way we support this endeavor, as we recognize members of our local and regional community
with the foresight and ingenuity to design and create innovations with the potential to impart a positive
impact, which spans way beyond the conclusion of each season. We are immensely proud of all our

alumni and everything they have achieved, as they continue to act as admirable ambassadors for both
their respective communities and the region.”
In addition to their ability to fundraise, the power of SOS alumni also lies in their capacity to inspire
young minds to pursue their dreams and contribute solutions to regional problems. Since leaving the
program as a finalist in Season 5, Mohamad Al Kuwari can regularly be seen promoting science and
technology education to young people as an active public speaker. Now a successful serial inventor and
award-winning entrepreneur, Mohamad continues to innovate for social good, currently working on a
project with fellow alumni Mohamad Islam that aims to provide solutions for the visually impaired
through smart glasses offering tailored features from currency recognition to safety alerts. He has also
developed an acclaimed ‘culture and heritage focused’ mobile app called ‘Galayal’ in partnership with
fellow alumni Dr. Mohammed Doumir.
Other SOS alumni, like Mahmood Shattel, also highlight the spirit of giving back. Mahmood offers
renewable energy training courses for Arab students and professionals through his company, Taqetna.
Meanwhile, Bahraini Amina Alhawaj has become a well-known speaker and thought leader. Amina’s
most recent accomplishment was participating in a panel at the Global Entrepreneurship Summit at
Stanford University after being invited by U.S. President Barack Obama. Amina delivered a compelling
message to the world, speaking about “the capacity of the Arab world to innovate and the role Stars of
Science plays in producing innovators capable of developing finished patented products.” Reflecting on
how Stars of Science contributes to a legacy for future generations, Amina went on to say her success
story is just a sample of the “ability of Arab women to succeed in innovation and entrepreneurship.”
During the search for the region’s most promising innovator, the first three episodes will focus on
shortlisting innovations that revolve around the biomedical, ICT, energy and environment sectors,
reflecting the region’s research priorities. Casting will culminate in a Majlis episode, which will feature
the best and brightest applicants. The nine selected candidates will fiercely compete against each other
over the course of two newly introduced stages of the program: the prototyping and customer
validation rounds, which include a focus group of potential users. Throughout their journey, innovators
will be challenged to develop and enhance their projects to benefit communities and generate a global
impact. The four candidates with the most viable projects will then move on to the life-changing finale,
where they will earn a share of 600,000 USD of seed-funding after an online public vote and jury vote.
This season’s jurors are a forceful group of science and business thought leaders that include Dr. Ahmed
K. Elmagarmid, Executive Director, Qatar Computing Research Institute; Prof. Abdelhamid El-Zoheiry,
President of the Euro- Mediterranean University (EMUNI) and Senior Advisor to the Minister of Higher
Education and Research in Egypt; as well as Dr. Hosni Ghedira, Head of the Chemical and Environmental
Department of MASDAR and Director of its Research Center for Renewable Energy Mapping and
Assessment.
Aysha Al Mudahka, CEO of Qatar Business Incubation Center, joins the much feared but highly respected
science advisor and Executive Director of ESCWA regional Centre for Technology, Prof. Fouad Mrad, as a

permanent juror. Khaled Al Jumaily, loyal contributor to the program and its mission, will also return as
host.
Stars of Science’s viewers can engage with the program by accessing online exclusives via its newly
designed website www.starsofscience.com. The audience can also participate by joining the Stars of
Science community through the program’s active social media pages (the show’s Facebook page has
grown to more than 2.3 million followers this year, while its Twitter account has grown to 83,000
Followers; YouTube and Instagram channels alone combine over 50,000 followers).

PROGRAM AIRS ON MBC 4 THIS SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 17 AT 10:00 PM KSA
ENDS
Please visit:
Website - www.starsofscience.com
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/StarsofScienceTV
Twitter - https://twitter.com/starsofscience
Youtube- http://www.youtube.com/user/Starsofsciencetv
Instagram- starsofsciencetv
For further information, please contact:
Hanane Rougani
T + 974 40 42 1700
_________________
Stars of Science
Stars of Science, the flagship “edutainment reality” TV format initiated by Qatar Foundation, is the Arab
world’s leading innovation show that enables the region’s aspiring science and technology
entrepreneurs.

In this eighth season, nine candidates are challenged to develop creative solutions to regional problems
within the fields of information technology, energy, environment, and health. An expert panel of jurors
assesses and eliminates candidates and their innovative products in Prototyping and Customer
Validation episodes until only four remain. These four finalists vie for a share of $600,000 in seed
funding, determined by a jury deliberation and online voting from the public.

Stars of Science airs every Saturday on MBC4 at 10pm KSA / 7 pm GMT starting September 17th till
November 19th 2016.
Qatar Foundation – Unlocking Human Potential
Qatar Foundation for Education, Science, and Community Development (QF) is a private, non-profit
organization that is supporting Qatar on its journey from a carbon economy to knowledge economy by
unlocking human potential, for the benefit of not only Qatar, but the world. Founded in 1995 by His
Highness Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, the Father Emir, QF is chaired by Her Highness Sheikha
Moza bint Nasser.
QF’s work encompasses education, research and community development. World-class universities are
brought to Qatar to help create an education sector in which young people can develop the attitudes
and skills required for a knowledge economy. At the same time, QF builds Qatar's innovation and
technology capacity by developing and commercializing solutions through key sciences. The Foundation
also works to foster a progressive society while enhancing cultural life, protecting Qatar’s heritage and
addressing immediate social needs in the community.
http://www.qf.org.qa/
About MBC Group
MBC Group (Middle East Broadcasting Center) is the largest and leading private media company in the
Middle East & North Africa region. For the past 25 years, MBC Group was able to enrich people’s lives
through information, interaction and entertainment. In 2002, nearly a decade after the launch of MBC1
in London, back in 1991, and as the 1st private free-to-air Arab satellite TV channel, MBC Group moved
its headquarters to Dubai Media City, United Arab Emirates, where it remains.
Today, MBC Group includes 20 TV channels: MBC1 (general family entertainment); MBC2 and MBC MAX
(24-hour western movies); MBC3 (children’s edutainment with a mix of both local productions and
western acquisitions); MBC4 (entertainment for young families with a female-focus); MBC Action (an
indigenous adrenaline-packed channel targeting young males with local and homegrown productions);
MBC Variety (Western films and general entertainment with uninterrupted broadcasting); Al Arabiya
News Channel (the 24-hour Arabic language news channel); Al Hadath (an extension of Al Arabiya News
Channel with a specific focus on real events in the Arab world and beyond); Wanasah (24-hour Arabic

music channel); MBC DRAMA (24/7 Arabic drama); MBC MASR (general family entertainment geared
towards the Egyptian family); MBC MASR 2 (providing the Egyptian audience with superior quality
entertainment); MBC + Drama (exclusive on MyHD); MBC Bollywood (delivering the freshest in
Bollywood content geared towards the region via an Arabized interface); and most recently four sports
channels, MBC PRO SPORTS (geared towards the “Saudi Football Premier League” fans in the Kingdom);
and MBC USA (the channel is present on “Dish Network” in the US, and targets Arab audiences aboard;
the channel is dedicated to offer and broadcast a wide range of content from the prominent MBC
channels including movies, series and global formats).
In July 2011, seven channels within MBC Group began to broadcast in HD across the MENA Region:
MBC1 HD, MBC2 HD, MBC4 HD, MBC Action HD, MBC Drama HD, MBC Max HD and Al Arabiya HD. In
2013, MBC3 HD joined the collection of HD channels followed by MBC Variety HD in 2014.
MBC Group also includes two FM radio stations: MBC FM (Gulf music) and Panorama FM (contemporary
Arabic hit music); as well as O3 Productions, a premium content drama production company.
Furthermore, MBC Group includes online platforms: www.mbc.net, www.alarabiya.net, www.shahid.net
(the first free VOD and catch-up portal in the Arab world) and www.actionha.net, and
www.mbcprosports.net among others.

